Internauta Brasil

Internauta is a nonprofit civil association,
founded by Internet users and social actors who
see on the Internet a new means of
communication, that ‐ vertiginously‐ is
transforming our culture. We understand that the
Internet is a powerful tool for social
transformation, which allows you to build
citizenship and apply this to freedom and
independence of citizens.
The goal of Internauta Brazil is to ensure the
development, evolution and open use of Internet
for the benefit of all Brazilians who use it as a tool
for community intervention. In addition to creating a forum for debate, discussion and
participation, in order to enable creative and innovative ability of all Internet users from Federative
Republic of Brazil.
We strongly believe that access to information and education is a right , not a privilege!
To learn more about our work: www.internautabrasil.org
Internauta Brazil Objectives
* Defense of the Internautas Rights : The main purpose of Internauta Brazil is protection, education,
information and assistance to Internet users who believe or are vulnerable in their rights,
promoting all things about the quality of life for all Brazilians.
* Shortening the non digital inclusion by promoting the development of Telecenters, where
digital literacy is extinguished, by creating networks of social agents and they
organize social promotion centers on the use of ICTs in the mark of organizations for the
development and construction of citizenship.
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As main target of our goals, the country's development, quality of life for all inhabitants of our
country, the proliferation and spanning use of ICTs. (Mainly popular organizations), the inclusion of
young people and individual with special abilities into workforce, scientific and community
development projects to monitor the legislative process of democratization of the media, respect
for human rights and privacy of persons and freedom of speech.
In Internauta Brazil, we are convinced that these technological changes the world has undergone
can be used as a tool to change our country in order to achieve a fairer, free, united and with
democratic self‐determination society.
Brazil Internauta Activities and Accomplishments
We determined as central to our goals, the country's development, quality of life for all inhabitants
of Brazil, the proliferation and mass use of ICTs. (Mainly based organizations), the inclusion of
young people with special abilities to the world of work, scientific and community development
projects to monitor the legislative process of democratization of the media, respect for human
rights, privacy of persons and freedom of expression. Currently we have two running projects:
CITIZEN DIGITAL, for adults over 60 years, and DIGITAL PROJECT, for women over 40 years.
To learn more about our work: www.internautabrasil.org
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